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What is Biomimicry?

“Biomimicry is the conscious emulation of nature’s genius. It is an 
interdisciplinary approach that brings together two often disconnected 
worlds; nature and technology, biology and innovation, life and design. 
The practice of biomimicry seeks to bring the time-tested wisdom of 
life to the design table to inform human solutions that create conditions 
conducive to life. At its most practical, biomimicry is a way of seeking 
sustainable solutions by borrowing life’s blueprints, chemical recipes, 
and ecosystem strategies. At its most transformative, biomimicry 
connects us in ways that fit, align, and integrate the human species into 
the natural processes of Earth.”

Reference: Biomimicry 3.8 Design Lens licensed under Creative 
Commons

Biomimicry Thinking is the methodology for applying biomimicry to 
human design challenges. Solutions founded on 3.8 billion years of 
research and development serve as model, mentor and measure. 
Biomimicry Thinking is scoping to define the design challenges, 
discovering nature’s solutions and translating those deep patterns and 
adaptive mechanisms to inspire the creation of  innovative, nature 
inspired approaches, which are then measured against nature’s design 
principles. 
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Genius of Biome + Genius of Place

The Genius of Biome is an exploration of the common strategies that 
organisms have evolved as a community in response to the biotic and abiotic 
attributes and processes inherent in that environment. Identical biomes exist 
across the planet and are characterized by shared attributes and consistent, 
community level adaptations to similar environmental characteristics.

The Genius of Place is an exploration of the unique strategies that organisms 
have evolved as a community in response to the specific attributes and 
processes inherent to a particular ecoregion. For instance, the southeastern 
mixed forest is an ecoregion of the temperate broadleaf and mixed forest 
biome. An ecoregion is composed of a number of habitats, which are a further 
delineation of scale with distinct ecological characteristics.

The Genius of Biome is a more general exploration of adaptations to the 
general characteristics, while the Genius of Place is a more specific 
exploration of adaptations to a particular ecoregion. The Genius of Biome 
fosters identifying broad patterns, while the Genius of Place fosters 
identifying particular adaptations and variations within those broader 
patterns.

The collection of strategies and inspiring organisms contained in this report 
are offered through the lens of the Genius of Place; specifically, the region 
surrounding Charleston, South Carolina.

Reference: United States Environmental Protection Agency 
Ecoregion Download by State 
https://www.epa.gov/eco-research/ecoregion-download-files-st
ate-region-4

Reference: The McGraw Hill Companies World Biome mapping 
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Ecoregion Background

Charleston, SC is located on a peninsula of low lying, flat, coastal land that was formerly upland saltmarsh and 
longleaf pine coastal forest, and is bordered by a saltmarsh/estuarine environment at the confluence of rivers (the 
Ashley, the Cooper, the Wando and the Stono, a) which merge to form Charleston Harbor (a relatively calm, 
protected estuary) and empty into the Atlantic Ocean. 

Southeastern Mixed Forest Ecoregion including Saltmarsh- Charleston, SC

Habitats
Maritime Forests

These forests, dominated by broad-leaf trees and shrubs, form a 
narrow coastal band along barrier islands and sand dunes.  They 

act as wildlife refugia, store groundwater, and stabilize soil.  
Saltmarshes

These marshes border estuarine waters and form the intertidal 
zone between high and low tide. Salt marshes experience variable 
temperature and salinity and receive an influx of nutrients during 

the fall decay of the marsh grasses.  
Longleaf Pine Forests

Contain tremendous plant and animal diversity but are dominated 
by the longleaf pine. These forests are as biodiverse as tropical 

rain forests, but dependent on fire for ecological restoration.
Estuarine Waters

These brackish waters are where salt and fresh water mix along 
the coast, and include saltmarsh creeks, harbors, and tidal rivers. 
Waters are nutrient rich and phytoplankton here form the base of 

a large and dynamic food web. 
 Barrier Beaches

Barrier beaches contain forests, sandy beaches, marshes and a 
variety of unique fauna. In perpetual flux, they experience 

dynamic coastal geology
 

Cypress-Tupelo Swamps
The cypress-tupelo swamps are 
characterized by flooded soil and are 
dominated by trees with wide trunks adapted 
to loose sedimentary soil 5



Ecoregion Background-Climate and Weather

Charleston has a humid climate that is mild, with no dry 
season, and constantly moist due to year-round rainfall. 
Summers are oppressively hot and muggy, with 
thunderstorms. Winters are mild with slightly less total 
precipitation and occasional frosts. Seasonality is 
moderate.  It is sunny here 211 days a year on average.  
Another way to consider the sunny weather is to say that 
63% of the time from dawn to dusk it is sunny (sunlight 
reaches the ground) in Charleston. 

Elevation Precipitation Temperature Humidity Disturbance Rivers and water 
management 

Average 
Charleston 
elevation is 
4 m.  
“Lowcountry” 

Average 120.7 
cm per year 
often in heavy 
downpours.  
Extreme rain 
events are 
becoming more 
common

Average annual 
13-24° C
Average  annual 
range 6-32°C
Summers are 
oppressively hot 
and muggy.

Average annual 
humidity
daily- 72%, 
morning- 85%,  
afternoon- 56%

Extreme rain 
and wind 
events (tropical 
cyclones)

Fire cycles in 
longleaf pine 
forests

5 rivers converge to 
form Charleston 
Harbor Estuary 
which drains to the 
Atlantic Ocean.  
Charleston Water 
Systems manages 
municipal water. A 
city sea level rise 
management plan 
exists.

6http://drought.unl.edu/archive/climographs/images/CharlestonSCMetric.jpg



Ecoregion Background-Human Pressures

The Southeastern Mixed Forest biome is critically 
endangered in the Charleston region with little remaining 
forest habitat intact in the Charleston metro area. Since the 
founding of the city in 1670, the region began undergoing 
changes due to logging, rice and cotton cultivation and the 
drainage of sewage directly into the river and harbor. The 
drainage and sewage system has been historically 
neglected since the 1800s with many solutions only being 
completed in the 1970s. A large scale, multi-million dollar 
drainage project is underway, but much of the 
infrastructure improvement ideas in the plan date back to 
the 1980’s.  Along with the drainage concerns, much of the 
city is built on filled in creeks and marshes which has lead 
to serious flooding vulnerability. The city, and entire 
“lowcountry” region is flat, and low in elevation; downtown 
averages less than four meters.

In addition to extreme weather events which causes 
flooding, Charleston experiences “everyday” nuisance 
flooding. The streets are often flooded through storm 
drains, during the high tides, and when coupled with rain, 
these high tides prevent stormwater runoff, exacerbating 
damage. http://www.postandcourier.com/charleston_sc/here-s-what-you-need-to-know-about-floo

ding-in/article_56fc0f84-303c-11e7-ba94-0779c9261224.html 7



Ecoregion Background - Human Constraints

● Growth - Charleston’s population is rapidly expanding.
● Budgetary - Low taxes limit spending, including infrastructure spending.

● Mindset - Charleston is increasingly progressive.  Environmentalism is on the rise, 
with push back from anti-science conservatives.

● Political - Conservative state leadership with a general unwillingness to raise taxes 
and resistance to change. 

● Old infrastructure - Due to defrayed upkeep and expansion.
● Time - Climate change and land subsidence have already resulted in one foot of 
sea-level rise in the last century.  Recent flooding has gotten the public’s attention.

● Historical city - Strict architectural review board, limits change.
● Regulatory policies and codes - May be challenged or stretched by Biomimicry 

thinking. 8
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Ecoregion Operating Conditions: Challenges 

Sunlight

Cyclical 
processes

Limits and 
boundaries

Gravity

Water
Dynamic 

non-equilibrium

Tides

Storms

Erosion

Flooding

Storm 
surge

Waves

Wind

Substrate

Fire

Pluff mud
(quicksand 

mud)

Salinity

Thermo 
regulation

Nutrients

Fragment
ation

The operating conditions (green bubbles) include cyclical processes, sunlight, water, and gravity, dynamic 
non-equilibrium, and limits and boundaries. The specific challenges of this biome (yellow bubbles) can be 
categorized within the broader operating conditions.

Sand
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Operating Conditions: Functional Response to the 
Challenges

sunlight

Cyclical 
processes

Limits and 
boundaries

gravity

water
Dynamic 

non-equilibrium

Tides

Storms

Erosion

Flooding

Storm 
surge

Waves

Wind

Substrate

Fire

salinity

Thermo 
regulationNutrients

fragmenta
tion

To create conditions conducive to life, organism must respond to the challenges of that that place; that is use 
functional adaptations to support their life. The purple bubbles are some of the functional responses of the 
organisms found in this genius of place. The functions are organized next to the challenges to which they are 
responding .

cycle
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regulate
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Operating Conditions: Cause and Effect

Sunlight

Cyclical 
processes

Limits

Gravity

Water
Dynamic 

non-equilibriumSeasonal 

Wind

Water

Diurnal

Longterm

Fire

Climate Weather

Reframing the conditions and identifying their connections: The cyclical processes of sunlight, water, and gravity 
create dynamic non-equilibrium in this place within the challenges of water, fire, and wind. The climate and 
weather that results from the dynamic non-equilibrium set up limits and boundaries.  Life responds to these local 
limits and boundaries with their own functions (purple bubbles).

Intersection 
Air-Water

Intersection 
Water-subst

rate

Intersection 
Air-substrate

of

of

of

create

of

that create

determines

Ecotone

Physiological

Physical

Resource

Boundaries
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Challenge Functions

● How does nature manage periodicity? (correlates to the operating condition 
cyclical processes)

● How does nature manage energy flows/dissipate energy flows? (correlates to the 
operating condition sunlight)

● How does nature manage water? (correlates to the operating condition water)
● How does nature manage/respond to stasis? (correlates to the operating condition 

gravity)
● How does nature manage fluctuation? (correlates to the operating condition 

dynamic non-equilibrium)
● How does nature restore function in response to fragmentation? (correlates to the 

operating condition limits and boundaries)

http://www.greeneyesaero.com/images/charleston1.jpg
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Project Goals

Our goal is to use biomimicry thinking to design system level solutions for the urban environment that create 
conditions conducive to life. It is anticipated that these nature-inspired solutions may sustainably moderate 
contextual limits and boundaries generated by dynamic non-equilibrium in urban coastal areas (Charleston, 
South Carolina, USA) through emulation of locally adapted strategies and mechanisms. 

Applying nature’s genius, we aspire to re-establish the lost ecological functions of the displaced and disrupted 
coastal wetland ecosystems. Our measure of success will be those Life’s Principles that are considered aligned 
with the project goal and are included as a checklist on the following page.

Please help with collage
If desired… this one is unattractive
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Life’s Principles

Evolve to survive: replicate strategies 
that work.  
Nature evolves by keeping what works and adding to it. 
To function optimally, our solution will need to evolve 
to survive as well.

Adapt to changing conditions: 
Incorporate diversity; embody  
resilience through variation, 
redundancy, & decentralization. 
Incorporating a diverse and decentralized model for 
distributing liquids, with built in  redundancy, will 
allow for improved resilience to inevitable change.

Be locally attuned and responsive: 
Leverage cyclic processes.  
Our design should take advantage of recurring cyclical 
phenomena including tidal, seasonal, and 
biogeochemical nutrient cycles. Local, global, and 
temporal scales apply.

Be locally attuned and responsive: 
Use feedback loops.  
Our optimal design solution strives to assess and react to 
input and feedback, at  both short term and long term 
intervals. 14

Integrate development with 
growth:  Combine modular and 
nested components
Combining modular and nested components 
could benefit our design. Charleston has high 
population growth.



Life’s Principles continued

Be locally attuned and responsive: 
Cultivate cooperative relationships  
Cooperative relationship networks between stakeholders can 
add value that helps  our design solution better integrate 
with its local environment. Using systems thinking can 
optimize cooperation.

Be locally attuned and responsive: Use 
readily available materials and energy  
Using readily available energy will aid our design 
solutions by lowering operating and maintenance budgets.

Be resource efficient (material and 
energy):  Use low energy processes
To optimize our budget, design efficiency, and 
sustainability, we should minimize  energy use.

Be resource efficient (material and 
energy):  Fit form to function.
By fitting form to function with elegant efficiency, our 
design solution can optimize resource use and minimize 
waste.

15

Be resource efficient (material and 
energy):  Use multifunctional 
design.
Our design solution should meet multiple needs 
with one single, elegant design.



Scoping References
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charleston,_South_Carolina#Topography

http://charlestonwaterkeeper.org/our-watershed/

http://www.corpscoasts.us/sharing/sc-cebarrier.cfm

http://wildlife.org/land-of-the-longleaf-pine-forests/

http://www.postandcourier.com/charleston_sc/here-s-what-you-need-to-know-about-flooding-in/article_56fc0f84-303c-11e7-ba94-0779c9261224.htm
l

Baumeister, Dayna. Biomimicry Resource Handbook: A Seed Bank of Best Practices. Missoula: Biomimicry 3.8, 2014. Print. 

http://www.charleston-sc.gov/DocumentCenter/View/10089 

http://www.dnr.sc.gov/marine/mrri/acechar/speciesgallery/Plants/index.html   

https://www.nature.org/ourinitiatives/regions/northamerica/unitedstates/southcarolina/howwework/longleaf-pine.xml 

Image References:

https://charleston.com/francis-beidler-forest-audubon-center-sanctuary

https://www.flyfamilyfly.com/hilton-head-island-family-vacation/

https://hydrowebquest.weebly.com/estuaries.html

http://www.lisabuiecollard.com/2015/04/a-to-z-blogging-challenge-longleaf.html

http://industrialvaluepartners.com/investment-criteria.html

http://www.stcatherinesisland.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/wind-pruning_oak.jpg
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Genius of Place - the Natural Models

17
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Key to Genius of Place Organism Sheets
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Organism common and scientific name

Challenge symbol

Challenge question and 
organism response

Organism strategy 
description

Functional mechanism 
description

Research references

Organism image

Habitat image

Habitat name



Key to Abstracted Design Principle Sheets
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Organism common and scientific name

Challenge symbol

Challenge question and 
organism response

Abstracted Design Principle

Abstracted Design Principle 
Illustration

Application image

Application description

Application image

Application description



Key to Creating and Evaluating Sheets
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Organism common and scientific name

Challenge symbol

Application Idea Narrative

Application Idea Illustration

Biomimicry Thinking 
graphic creating and 
evaluating phases

Life’s Principles 
evaluation of 
illustrated application 
idea

Additional application 
ideas inspired by 
charette



Key to Title Sheets and Taxonomies

21

For each challenge we have asked “how does nature…?” and with each inspired genius in this place, we have 
found answers to this question. Each organism responds to the challenge - periodicity, energy flows, water, 
stasis, fluctuation and fragmentation - and these responses, listed below, tend toward patterns in each instance; 
that is, for each challenge, there is a pattern of response(s) demonstrated by our collection of organisms. These 
responses are summarized by the following icons:

The title sheet for each challenge and collection of organisms contains a summary of applicable responses, 
illustrated as a taxonomy, an arrangement of the responses researched.



How does nature manage periodicity? 

22

Life is subject to operating conditions on the planet. This includes cyclical processes. As a core challenge 
we asked “how does nature manages periodicity” in this place. Our champion adapters include the clam 
worm, the flatwoods salamander, the marsh periwinkle and the periodical cicada. Each of these champions 
has adapted a synchronized response to periodicity, in all cases temporal, and in a couple (the clam worm 
and the flatwoods salamander), spatial. The marsh periwinkle uniquely retreats or escapes from periodic 
events, a notable and inspiring adaptation.



Marsh Periwinkle Littoraria irrorata

How does nature manage periodicity? By escaping during high tides, 
periwinkles avoid predators brought in with the tide.

Strategy: Periwinkles time their migration up and down the stalks of Spartina 
alterniflora to stay above the tidal waters avoiding the predators that come 
into the saltmarsh during high tide. They are able to adjust their migration 
patterns to different tidal conditions based on location.

Mechanism: As the Periwinkles are able to start their migration ahead of the 
tides exogenous cues are suspected to be the trigger vs. an internal rhythm. 
The most likely external cue is a visual cue as Periwinkles have eyes that are 
able to detect light and motion. 

References:
Image- https://www.chesapeakebay.net/S=0/fieldguide/critter/marsh_periwinkle

-http://www.jstor.org/stable/1353172
-www.whoi.edu/science/B/people/sbeaulieu/teaching/periwinkle_inverts2005.pdf
-http://eol.org/pages/619398/details

Application Idea Images: 
https://www.humanosphere.info/2016/06/ca-vous-dirait-de-pouvoir-marcher-sur-leau-des-lacs-par
-ici/
https://www.thisiswhyimbroke.com/modular-floating-platform/

Southeastern Mixed Forest - saltmarsh habitat 23



Marsh Periwinkle Littoraria irrorata

How does nature manage periodicity? By escaping during high tides, 
periwinkles avoid predators brought in with the tide.

Abstracted Design Principle: An increase or decrease in liquid volume 
induces vertical movement which reduces the chance for physical harm.

Abstracted Design Principle Illustration:

Pedestrian Transportation 
Sidewalks in low lying areas 
could be built to “pop up” into 
floating piers during flood 
situations providing a pathway 
for pedestrians. 

Infrastructure Support
Key building infrastructure 
equipment on platforms that 
can float during flood 
situations. 

Potential Design Application Ideas: 24



Application Idea with Illustration: Enhanced warning systems for storm 
surge events. A connected system that automatically triggers specific 
actions depending on how severe the threat is. Some actions could include 
phone calls to specific individuals, shutting off grid infrastructure and 
automated lifting of vital infrastructure equipment 

Applicable Life’s Principles:

Evolve to Survive:
Replicating strategies that work 
can provide protection for both 
infrastructure and life. 
Integrating the unexpected 
allows for the systems to be 
improved over time improving 
warning time

Be Locally Attuned and 
Responsive:
By leveraging cyclical 
processes and preparing for 
future events

Potential Application Ideas Inspired by Charette: 

1. New floatation devices that help children stay above the water while 
learning how to swim that also reduces the changes for flipping over

2. Sensing systems that close off small electronic devices when exposed 
to water

3. Systems that monitor for land movement and can signal possible 
landslide events

Marsh Periwinkle Littoraria irrorata
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Flatwoods Salamander Ambystoma cingulatum

How does nature manage periodicity? By synchronizing response to 
coincide with the onset of ephemeral wetlands.

Strategy: The solitary flatwoods salamander resides in subterranean 
burrows, emerging with the onset of seasonal rains to migrate to areas of 
localized depression where ephemeral wetlands develop. The synchronized 
migration of males and females to these common locales ensures deposited 
eggs are fertilized and that the ephemeral, fishless wetland serves as a 
predator free nursery for the deposited eggs and transforming larva. 
Synchronized migration coincides with the hydroperiod of the seasonal 
wetland, which commences with the onset of seasonal rains.

Mechanism: Migration and synchronized reproduction behaviour in 
response to olfactory and tactile stimulus in the presence of moisture 
accumulation.

References:

Meadow, A. Flatwoods Salamander. Savannah River Ecology Laboratory, University of 
Georgia Herpetology Program. (srelherp.uga.edu/salamanders/ambcin.htm)

Southeastern Mixed Forest - longleaf pine forest habitat 26



Flatwoods Salamander Ambystoma cingulatum

How does nature manage periodicity? By synchronizing response to 
coincide with the onset of ephemeral wetlands.

Abstracted Design Principle: tuning to cyclical processes as a trigger for 
coordinated response.

Abstracted Design Principle Illustration:

Potential Design Application Ideas:

Operable Cisterns
Controlled cistern opens with 
water sensors and closes when 
dry to prevent ingress of 
insects and amphibians, 
securing the water quality 
sourced from periodic rain 
events.

Urban Agriculture Harvest
Coordinate seasonal harvest 
efforts in communities, 
promoting planting of fruit and 
nut trees in urban 
environments to enhance local 
food security. 27



Applicable Life’s Principles:

Be Locally Attuned and 
Responsive:
Through leveraging cyclical 
processes, using readily 
available materials and energy, 
use of feedback loops and 
cultivating cooperative 
relationships

Integrate Development with 
Growth:
By self-organizing and building 
from the bottom-up

Be Resource Efficient:
By using low energy processes 
and fitting form to function

Flatwoods Salamander Ambystoma cingulatum

Application Idea with Illustration: leverage the opportunistic gathering of 
resources by promoting food security through the development of 
organizations that plant, maintain and harvest seasonally an extensive 
urban agriculture network - including garden plots, urban food forests and 
processing facilities.

Potential Application Ideas Inspired by Charette: 

1. Correlate social events and gatherings around seasonal and annual 
events to enhance opportunities to socialize and potentially meet a 
prospective partner - personal or business!

2. Establish launch cycles for software upgrades to correlate 
troubleshooting and integration of feedback, optimizing uptake and 
adoption

28



Clam Worm Alitta succinea 

How does nature manage periodicity? By synchronizing spawning to 
maximize fertilization rates.

Strategy: Synchronizing the seasonal change from benthic asexual feeding 
forms to free swimming sexually reproductive stages maximizes external 
fertilization rates at swarming spawning aggregations.

Mechanism: Alitta succinea undergo epitoky, enlarging their swimming 
appendages, producing gametes from differentiating cells in the coelom, 
and developing large eyes, metamorphosing into sexual stages called 
epitokes.  The timing of epitoky is synchronized to the lunar cycle and 
triggered by increasing temperatures. Swarming is synchronized to the 
new moon.  Pheromone cues guide epitokes to the growing swarm.  
Gametes are released en masse.  After spawning the epitokes die, but the 
new larvae grow, settle and become benthic adults to repeat the cycle.

References:
Encyclopedia of Life http://eol.org/pages/84/details#reproduction

Hardege JD , Bartels-Hardege HD, Zeeck E and Grimm FT 1990. Induction of swarming of Nereis 
succinea.  Marine Biology 104:291-295

Naylor, E 2010.  Chronobiology of Marine Organisms  Cambridge University Press. p109.

YouTube “clam worms” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CN2N_3RMtcc  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Epitoky 

Southeastern Mixed Forest - estuarine waters habitat 29
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How does nature manage periodicity? By synchronizing 
spawning to maximize fertilization rates.

Abstracted Design Principle:
Synchronize and reinforce targeted migration through positive 
feedback.

Abstracted Design Principle Illustration:

Clam Worm Alitta succinea 

Potential Design Application Ideas:

Use in emergency crisis 
response, rallies. Cascading, 
amplification of signal such as 
earthquake, tsunami, forest 
fire, tornado  warning and first 
responder actions. Synchronize 
progression toward a common 
location to get help there 
quickly or unite forces for 
community action at rally.

Flash Mob

30



Application Idea with Illustration:  Coordinate monthly community 
volunteer swarms linking skill teams to requested needs in the community. 
Key into high school and university service learning volunteer pools. 

Applicable Life’s Principles:

Adapt to Changing Conditions:  
Through maintaining 
community integrity with 
repetitive self renewal 
exploiting diverse skills to 
maintain/restore function 
following disturbance 

Be Locally Attuned and 
Responsive:  Through utilizing 
readily available energy and 
materials, fostering cooperative 
relationships that use linked 
feedback loops

Integrate Development with 
Growth:  Through self 
organizing community 
components to improve the 
system.

Potential Application Ideas Inspired by Charette: 
1. Target emergency/crisis response to exact locations of need during 

weather events/accidents/tragedies
2. Synchronize attendance at a community event, rally, protest, grand 

opening, or open house using real-time positive feedback
3. Utilize business advertising as both a signal and locator beacon.
4. Within large buildings use location specific zones to identify areas 

where emergencies are located to better target response

Clam Worm Alitta succinea 
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How does nature manage periodicity? By utilizing all available 
resources, and being locally attuned.

Strategy: Every 13 to 17 years periodical cicadas emerge from the 
ground to eat tender plant shoots, mate and die. cycles of deprivation, 
abundance, and recycling result in shared and equitable resource use 
through time

Mechanism: During their gestation underground cicadas sustain 
themselves on nutrients from tree roots. This, however, deprives trees 
of resources they need to grow.  Trees enjoy a surge of nutrients and a 
growth spurt after the emergence ends, through the decomposition of 
numerous dead cicadas. After the cicadas die, their corpses become 
compost that enhances the soil, and cycle nutrients back into the 
ecosystem.  This is known as a resource pulse, it has been observed that 
trees grow faster following these pulses.. 

References: Periodical Cicadas as Resource Pulses in North American Forests
ScienceNovember 26, 2004
L. H. Yang
https://www.thoughtco.com/periodical-cicadas-genus-magicicada-1968636

Southeastern Mixed Forest - maritime forest habitat 32

Periodical cicadas Magicicada  



Periodical cicadas Magicicada  

How does nature manage periodicity? By utilizing all available resources, 
and being locally attuned.

Abstracted Design Principle: A cyclical distribution system optimizes 
shared resource use through recurring surpluses (booms) and deficits 
(busts) in resource availability. 

Abstracted Design Illustration:

Potential Design Applications:

Enhance Agricultural 
Fertilizer 
More efficient nutrient 
cycling allows for systems to 
make up for times of 
deficiency.

Enhance Food Pantries
Creating emergency 
caches for food pantries for 
when there is a lack of 
food. 33



Periodical cicadas Magicicada

Be Locally Attuned and 
Responsive: Leverage Cyclical 
Processes

Evolve to Survive: Integrate 
the Unexpected

Integrate Development with 
Growth: Combine Modular and 
Nested Components

Be Resource Efficient 
(Material and Energy): 
Recycle All MaterialsApplicable Life’s Principles:

Potential Application Ideas Inspired by Charette:

1. Sine Wave: Representation of the oscillation in the naturally 
occurring cycles in order to use it to our advantage.

2. Restocking towns after the tourist season ends.(surge in resort town 
population leads to deficit in resources)

3. Crowd funding after a natural disaster.

Application Idea with Illustration: Seasonal resource fluctuations in 
resort towns result in deficits that can be restocked once the 
population declines
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How does nature manage energy flows?

35

Life is subject to operating conditions on the planet. This includes sunlight, the energy source for life. As a 
core challenge we asked “how does nature manages energy flows” in this place. Our champion adapters 
include the cabbage palm, the wax myrtle, arbuscular mycorrhizae, and the bottlenose dolphin. Each of 
these champions has a suite of adaptations, with patterns of absorption, dissipation, and interspecies 
cooperation being notable. Additional strategies include escaping, anchoring and distributing.



Cabbage Palm Sabal palmetto

How does nature manage energy flows? By maintaining flexibility across its whole structure 
the cabbage palm responds to localized forces by dissipating the stresses/energy.

Strategy: There are several adaptations of palms that allow increased flexibility. Their trunk 
structure is fibrous, more like grasses vs. hardwood trees allowing the trunk to sway up to 40 
degrees in the wind. They also avoid large branches and instead have long narrow leaves and 
sprout as a cluster from the top of the palm. Palms have a different strategy for their root 
structure as well. Instead of deep roots, they have a dense mass of smaller roots that spread out 
into their substrate. All these adaptations together increase the flexibility of the palm.
    
Mechanism: The fibrous trunk of the palm acts like a bundle of straws, with little connective 
tissues that shows up as rings in other tree species. Not having this added connective tissues 
allows the trunk to be more flexible. The long thin leaves of the palm act like feathers in high 
winds due to their shape. They fold, flex and shed water during storms reducing the impact of 
the wind forces on the palm. The wide root structures allow the palms to grab onto more 
sediment increasing their grip on the ground and decreasing the pressures on any particular 
root. This can avoid single root failures which cause tree snapping of trees with few but deep 
roots.

References:
Image- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sabal_palmetto:

-Palm Stem Shape Correlates with Hurricane Tolerance, in a Manner Consistent with Natural 
Selection.
Source: Palms . Sep2013, Vol. 57 Issue 3, p115-122. 8p.
Author(s): PATRICK GRIFFITH, M.; WITCHER, ERICKA; NOBLICK, LARRY; HUSBY, CHAD
-lee.ifas.ufl.edu/Hort/GardenPubsAZ/Cabbage_palm.pdf
-http://www.indefenseofplants.com/blog/2017/9/10/how-do-palms-survive-hurricanes
-hort.ufl.edu/database/documents/pdf/tree_fact_sheets/sabpala.pdf

Application Idea Images: 
http://www.cadirkiralama.org/
http://news.buzzbuzzhome.com/2011/03/rotating-condominium-is-that-even.html
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Cabbage Palm Sabal palmetto

How does nature manage energy flows? By maintaining flexibility across its 
whole structure the cabbage palm responds to localized forces by dissipating 
the stresses/energy.

Abstracted Design Principle: Based on local stresses, conditions and energy 
flows, long vertical structures are assembled at various scales to increase 
flexibility and dissipate stress system-wide.

Abstracted Design Principle Illustration:

Potential Design Application Ideas:

Wind Resistant Buildings
Buildings that are made to 
move with the wind vs. trying 
to just resist the wind.

Enhanced Tents
Tents, particularly large tent 
structures that can resist the 
upward forces of the wind 
during storm events. 37



Application Idea with Illustration: Road signs that can dissipate wind 
forces during storms and flex when hit by a vehicle. Road signs that utilize 
a base structure that provides a better grip on the ground as well a flexible 
pole structure. 

Applicable Life’s Principles:

Adapt to Changing Conditions:
By embodying resilience 
through variation, redundancy 
and decentralization these 
structures are able to adapt to 
varying stresses

Integrate Development with 
Growth:
By building from the bottom-up 
and combining modular and 
nested components

Be Resource Efficient:
Flexibility is maintained by 
fitting form to function and 
using multi-functional design

Potential Application Ideas Inspired by Charette: 

1. Pier and pilings that are able to flex with the movement of the water 
particularly in storm events to prevent structure failure

2. Telephone poles that have enough flex to resist wind forces avoiding 
snapping during high wind events 

3. Umbrellas that can dissipate wind forces while still keeping a person 
dry to prevent them from turning inside out

4. Building construction that allows for more flex during wind events as 
well as earthquake events

Cabbage Palm Sabal palmetto
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Wax Myrtle Myrica cerifera

How does nature manage energy flows? By capturing nutrients through 
symbiosis with bacteria

Strategy: increase root nodule production in response to “interspecific 
competition by upregulating the fixation of atmospheric nitrogen.” In 
successional environments, nitrogen addition enriches soil to facilitate the 
establishment of additional plant species.

Mechanism: symbiotic bacteria signal plant host to grow root nodules 
which provide structure for the nitrogen fixing bacteria. The bacteria fix 
atmospheric nitrogen, convert to ammonia for uptake by the plant in 
exchange for sugars converted to organic acids to fuel the bacteria.

References:

Hagan, Donald L. and Jose, Shibu. Interspecific competition enhances nitrogen fixation in an 
actinorhizal shrub. Plant Ecology 2011, 212, pp 63-68.

Perrine-Walker, F. et al. Symbiotic Signaling in Actinorhizal Symbiosis. Current Protein and 
Peptide Science 2011, 12, pp 156-164.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Root_nodule
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Wax Myrtle Myrica cerifera

How does nature manage energy flows? By capturing nutrients through 
symbiosis with bacteria

Abstracted Design Principle: adapt structures to support relationships 
providing access to resources that would otherwise not be readily 
available.

Abstracted Design Principle Illustration:

Potential Design Application Ideas:

Garden Wall
Designing building 
infrastructure to support 
growing medium to enable 
urban dwellers to grow fresh 
produce, locally and readily 
available - these growing 
medium structures in return 
act as a boundary layer to 
manage moisture and air at the 
building’s perimeter.

Food Vendors + Soup Kitchens
Distribution infrastructure 
developed to enable food 
vendors to cycle perishable 
produce to soup kitchens who 
in turn resolve “waste” stream 
infrastructure for vendors by 
gaining access to and utilizing 
the produce.
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Wax Myrtle Myrica cerifera

Application Idea with Illustration: co-location of makers/manufacturing 
activities where resources are leveraged. Specifically, inputs are received 
by one manufacturer and processed such that by-products are created 
which are inputs for an adjacent, co-located partner, and so on. Resources 
that would not otherwise be readily available are made available by 
establishing a structure that supports this exchange.

Applicable Life’s Principles:

Integrate Development with 
Growth:
Through self-organizing, 
building from the bottom-up 
and combining modular and 
nested components.

Be Locally Attuned and 
Responsive:
Through leveraging cyclical 
processes, using readily 
available materials and energy, 
using feedback loops and 
cultivating cooperative 
relationships

Be Resource and Energy 
Efficient:
By recycling all materials.

Potential Application Ideas Inspired by Charette: 

1. Database or digital application to support a barter system for 
exchange of services within a community;

2. Database or digital application to afford access to tools or equipment 
which are “stored” or “housed” in a common location

3. Proximity of residences to goods and services - scaled for proximity 
and ease of access. This is a zoning/land use planning principle that 
fosters community based exchanges and relationships
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Arbuscular mycorrhizae Glomeromycota  

How does nature manage energy flows? By cooperatively sharing 
resources.

Strategy: Mycorrhizae form cooperative interconnections for sharing 
resources and information between trees of the forest community.

Mechanism: Forest trees and their mutualistic arbuscular mycorrhizae 
fungi (AMF) are interdependent; neither can thrive without the other.  AMF 
hyphae grow between the cell walls of the tree root epidermis and cortex 
resulting in transfer site links.  AMF assist trees in nutrient uptake. In 
return, trees share sugars with the fungi. Neighboring trees can 
communicate, and share resources (carbon) through the network of 
interconnected mycelium. Parents preferentially support their nearby 
seedling offspring.  Trees give more carbon to the AM fungi that are 
helping them the most, and may restrict flow to fungi that are less 
beneficial trading partners. AMF also assist with soil stability.  

References:
van der Heijden MGA and Horton TR 2009 Socialism in soil? The importance of mycorrhizal fungal 
networks for facilitation in natural ecosystems  Journal of Ecology 97:1139–1150 

Tamir Klein T, Siegwolf RTW, and Körner C. 2016. Belowground carbon trade among tall trees in a 
temperate forest Science 352(6283):  342-344

Parniske M 2008. Arbuscular mycorrhiza: the mother of plant root endosymbioses Nature Reviews 
Microbiology 6: 763-775
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How does nature manage energy flows? By cooperatively sharing 
resources.

Abstracted Design Principle:
Benefit the system by increasing diversification of each component, 
optimizing trade offs between components, and allocating resources 
where they’re most needed.

Abstracted Design Principle Illustration:

Arbuscular mycorrhizae Glomeromycota  

Smart fertilizer and irrigation 
systems that sense and respond to 
local crop/garden needs.

Use localized community hubs for 
sharing resources such as tools, 
yard maintenance equipment.

Generate electricity locally off 
grid and use community battery 
hubs to store/retrieve

Potential Design Application Ideas: 43



Application Idea with Illustration: Nursing home houses preschool, child 
care, and discount college student housing within it. Exchange of knowledge, 
companionship, and duties creates mutualistic intergenerational living.

Applicable Life’s Principles:

Evolve to Survive: Through 
replicating strategies that work

Be Locally Attuned and 
Responsive:  Through fostering 
cooperative, mutualistic 
relationships with readily available 
resources

Adapt to Changing Conditions: 
Through using diverse, resilient 
decentralized, self-renewing 
strategies 

Integrate Development with 
Growth:  Through building with 
nested design 

Be Resource Efficient (Material 
and Energy):  Through 
multifunctional design and low 
energy processes.

Potential Application Ideas Inspired by Charette:
1. Social cooperations - sharing attention for people that are alone, or 

need childcare - create a village network of looking out for eachother.
2. Community barter exchange system of services for needs.
3. Sharing resources in communities such as cars, bikes.

Arbuscular mycorrhizae Glomeromycota 
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How does nature manage energy flows? By storing energy and seeking the 
path of least resistance.

Strategy: Bottlenose dolphins have proven a challenge to study given that is 
difficult to observe them in their natural environment. However, information 
gathered throughout the years proposes dolphins can achieve high 
swimming speeds by extending laminar flow over their bodies.

Mechanism: “The structural design of the spinal column and associated 
muscles and connective tissue is complex. As a result, there have been few 
studies regarding the integration of these structural components relating to 
transmission of force for propulsion. As an initial approach, detailed 
dissection and histochemistry of the transmission complex is necessary. 
Based on such information, mechanical models can be developed to elucidate 
how force is transmitted. Noninvasive methods need to be developed to look 
inside a living dolphin to study the dynamics of the musculoskeletal 
system.”(Tributsch 1983)

References: Fish, F. E., & Rohr, J. J. (1999, August). Review of Dolphin Hydrodynamics and 
Swimming Performance [PDF]. San Diego: SPACE AND NAVAL WARFARE SYSTEMS 
COMMAND.

https://futureoceans.com/tag/bottlenose-dolphin/
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Bottlenose Dolphins Tursiops 

How does nature manage energy flows? By storing energy and seeking the 
path of least resistance.

Abstracted Design Principle: A system that utilizes methods to reduce 
drag, while optimizing resource use. 

Abstracted Design Illustration:

Potential Design Applications:

Improving Ventilation 
Systems: Duct surfaces and 
fans would be optimized to 
lessen the chances of drag 
occurring, and creating a 
more efficient system 

Improve Hang Gliders 
and Parachutes
Composed of materials 
that reduce drag, and 
protect from wind; 
making them safer and 
more efficient 46



Potential Application Ideas Inspired by Charette:

1. Hurricane, and storm protection, building skin system to prevent 
damage from storm surge

2. Turbine shape for aquatic/tidal energy
3. Swimsuit/ wet suit design for decreased friction
4. Transportation improvements that decrease resistance, and 

optimize energy consumption.

Evolve to Survive: 
Integrate the 
Unexpected

Integrate Development 
with Growth: Combine 
Modular and Nested 
Components

Be Resource Efficient 
(Material and Energy): 
Fit Form to Function

Application Idea with Illustration: Turbine shape is optimized to reduce 
drag, and increasing energy yields.

Applicable Life’s Principles: 47

Bottlenose Dolphins Tursiops 



How does nature manage water?

48

Life is subject to operating conditions on the planet. This includes water. As a core challenge we asked “how 
does nature manages water” in this place. Our champion adapters include spanish moss, the spotted 
orbweaver, the tardigrade, the saltmarsh ecosystem, and rim lichen. Each of these champions has adapted 
strategies for managing water, with controlling and absorbing being paramount. Escaping from or anchoring 
against, including through cooperation, were also patterns of response, as were dissipating and filtering. 
Our champion, the saltmarsh ecosystem, exhibited all of these strategies, in a complex interspecies effort.



Spanish Moss Tillandsia usneoides

How does nature manage water? By redistributing the amount of water within the 
organism.

Strategy: Spanish moss is an epiphytic plant that grows in maritime forests 
particularly on large trees such a live oaks and bald cypress. Being epiphytic, 
Spanish moss absorbs water through the humid air and rainfall and due to its 
tendency to grow very densely, it can change the amount of water that reaches the 
ground level of the forest.

Mechanism: Spanish moss leaves are covered in overlapping scales (trichomes) 
which absorb water during rain events. The shape of these scales reduce 
transpiration and also reflect light reducing water loss. This high water absorption 
and low water release allows the Spanish moss to survive months without a rain 
storm and coupled with its dense growth, it increases the capacity of the tree canopy 
to store water.

References:
Image- http://balconygardenweb.com/how-to-grow-spanish-moss-spanish-moss-care-and-growing/

-http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/eco.1549/full
-https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spanish_moss
-https://asknature.org/strategy/leaves-survive-desiccation/#.Wf92TNXtzIU
-https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Spanish_moss
-http://powo.science.kew.org/taxon/urn:lsid:ipni.org:names:1169665-2
-http://northcountycurrent.com/gardening/the-secret-life-of-spanish-moss/

Application Idea Images:
http://tcservice.co.th/en/products/floodbreak/
https://www.indiamart.com/creativepaints-hardware/pvc-water-tank.html
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Spanish Moss Tillandsia usneoides

How does nature manage water? By redistributing the amount of water within the 
organism.

Abstracted Design Principle: Overlapping optimized scales absorb water and 
reduce evaporation: Dry bowl shaped scales allow water absorption in 
chambers under their edges. The full chambers expand pushing the center of 
the scales up, flipping the edges down trapping the water.

Abstracted Design Principle Illustration:

Water Storage Tanks
Storage tanks that can 
automatically close when full 
due to the increased water 
pressure.

Floodwalls
Floodwalls that deploy with the 
increased pressure of rising 
flood waters.

Potential Design Application Ideas: 50



Application Idea with Illustration: Connected water drainage systems that 
close and re-route water to other parts of the system when one section fills 
up. The system can be adjusted to accommodate local drainage needs and 
sized based on the volume need for different parts of the system.

Applicable Life’s Principles:

Be Resource Efficient:
By fitting form to function, low 
energy processes are able to be 
incorporated into the systems

Be Locally Attuned and 
Responsive:
Through leveraging cyclical 
processes, readily available 
materials and energy are able 
to be captured when they are 
abundant

Potential Application Ideas Inspired by Charette: 

1. Ocean plastic waste collection containers that collect plastic pieces 
though specific access portals and closes when full to prevent the 
pieces from washing back out

2. Improved food storage systems that trap or exclude moisture to 
improve shelf life

3. Cleaning supplies that can be rehydrated at home to reduce the 
transportation costs of largely water based products

Spanish Moss Tillandsia usneoides
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Spotted Orbweaver Neoscona crucifera

How does nature manage water? By absorbing and chemically bonding to 
strengthen the mechanical properties of a web.

Strategy: the properties of restrained spider silk of orbweavers have 
evolved to leverage water infiltration from sources such as dew or 
humidity. Water introduced into the restrained silk results in 
supercontraction of the web, imparting tension, which enhances prey 
capture success.

Mechanism: “water infiltrates the silk and disrupts the hydrogen bonding 
that maintains the ordered tertiary structure” and as a result, restrained 
fibers in the silk develop high tension or supercontraction.

References:

Boutry, C. and Blackledge, Todd. A. Wet webs work better: humidity, supercontraction and 
the performance of spider orb webs. Journal of Experimental Biology, 2013, 216, pp 3606-3610.

Photo credit: Alberto Ghizzi Panizza
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Spotted Orbweaver Neoscona crucifera

How does nature manage water? By absorbing and chemically bonding to 
strengthen the mechanical properties of a web.

Abstracted Design Principle: chemistry with water can modify hydrogen 
bonding to induce tension in a restrained material

Abstracted Design Principle Illustration:

Potential Design Application Ideas:

Vapour Transmission
Vapour Barriers manage the 
transmission of warm, moisture 
laden air into a wall assembly 
which can cause condensation 
to occur - applying nature’s 
inspiration, performance of this 
barrier could be enhanced to 
further mitigate vapour 
transmission.

Urban Play
Enhance motion and bounce of 
urban play structures like nets. 
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Applicable Life’s Principles:

Evolve to survive:
By integrating the unexpected

Be Resource Efficient:
By using multi-functional 
design, using low energy 
processes, and fitting form to 
function.

Potential Application Ideas Inspired by Charette: 

1. Textile shading devices that get super tensioned when subject to 
storm events, enhancing resilience to wind.

2. Camping bowls and water containers that are lightweight and fold up 
for ease of packing - when filled with water the super tension seals 
them for use.

3. Technical rain gear that super performs in a rain event.

Application Idea with Illustration: Shaving “threads” on personal shavers 
that supertension when dipped in water, enhancing the threads tautness 
and performance. When the shavers are not in use, they are less 
dangerous and are travel safe.

Spotted Orbweaver Neoscona crucifera
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Tardigrade Batillipes sp.

How does nature manage water? By entering a resistant state of 
suspended animation during periods of desiccation.

Strategy: Tiny, segmented, water-dwelling, micro-animals, tardigrades 
enter suspended animation (tun) during periods of desiccation or 
environmental stress in order to tolerate extremes.  When water returns to 
tolerable levels, tardigrades rehydrate and reanimate.

Mechanism: Tardigrades use anhydrobiosis to enter the tun state.  During 
dehydration they retract their limbs and contract the cuticle longitudinally.  
Cells survive severe desiccation through the synthesis of 
tardigrade-specific intrinsically disordered protein bioprotectants which 
form a gel and enter a vitrified glassy state, preventing structural 
denaturing of cells through immobilization of cellular components. 
Reanimation occurs through a reversal of this process when water returns.

References:

Wełnicz W , M A Grohme, Ł Kaczmarek, RO Schill , M Frohme 2011  Anhydrobiosis in 
tardigrade - The last decade Journal of Insect Physiology Journal of Insect Physiology 57: 
577–583

Boothby TC, Tapia H, Brozena AH,Piszkiewicz S, Smith AE, Giovannini I, Rebecchi L, Pielak 

GJ, Koshland D and Goldstein B 2017 Tardigrades Use Intrinsically Disordered Proteins to 

Survive Desiccation Molecular Cell 65(6):975–984
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How does nature manage water? By entering a resistant state of 
suspended animation during periods of desiccation.

Abstracted Design Principle:  Form a multidimensional, vitrified, 
protective, immobilizing barrier, and eliminate activity under harsh 
conditions.  Await improvement before reactivating.

Abstracted Design Principle Illustration:

Tardigrade Batillipes sp.

Smart hurricane/fire protection for 
infrastructure or buildings that 
self deploys, shutting down 
vulnerable areas before damages 
can occur by using protective 
building skin shields.

Diversify business holdings so 
that some ideas can sleep, 
awaiting better business 
climates, while others are in a 
high growth mode.

Potential Design Application Ideas: 56



Salt marsh ecosystem Spartina alterniflora

How does nature manage water? By dissipating energy and utilizing life 
friendly chemistry.

Strategy: Salt marshes act as ecosystem level sponges, filters, detoxifiers, 
sediment traps, and energy attenuators that protect and purify the estuary.

Mechanism: Spartina alterniflora manages water flow by attenuating wave 
energy with a flexible body plan and strong horizontally branched root 
systems.  Meandering, branching channels decelerate and distribute water, 
increasing its residence time.  Thick, spongy layers of decomposing peat 
absorb and gradually release water while passively filtering out silt, 
nutrients, and contaminants. Clustered root assemblages slow water 
locally, encouraging sedimentation and preventing erosion.

References: 
Kearney WS and Fagherazzi S. 2016. Salt marsh vegetation promotes efficient tidal channel networks.  
Nature Communications 7:12287. DOI: 10.1038 

Möller I Kudella M, Rupprecht F, Spencer T, Paul M, van Wesenbeeck BK, Wolters G, Jensen K, 
Bouma T, Miranda-Lange M, and Schimmels S. 2014. Ave attenuation over coastal salt marshes under 
storm surge conditions. Nature Geoscience 7:727-731

Vernberg JF. 1993. Salt-marsh processes: a review. Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry 12: 
2167-2195

Peralta G, can Duren LA, Morris EP, and Bouma TJ. 2008. Consequences of shoot density and stiffness 
for ecosystem engineering by benthic macrophytes in flow dominated areas: a hydrodynamic flume 
study. Mar Ecol Prog Ser 368:103-115
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Application Idea with Illustration: Testing water quality for contamination 
using an easy, rapid dipstick test that triggers color change in presence of 
fecal contaminants or algal toxins at beaches/shellfish beds/springs, relay 
real-time info to public.
 

Applicable Life’s Principles:

Be Locally Attuned and 
Responsive:  Through fostering 
cooperative relationships that 
create win-win interactions and 
by using feedback loops to 
sense and respond.

Be Resource Efficient 
(Material and Energy):  
Through designing for minimal 
energy consumption and fitting 
form to function.
 
Use Life-Friendly Chemistry:   
Through building with benign, 
biodegradable components and 
water-based chemistry. 

Potential Application Ideas Inspired by Charette: 
1. Smart self-shielding infrastructure protection that closes before water 

or impact damage occurs, and automatically comes back online
2. Security on the internet - automatic rapid shutdown during exposure 
3. Energy saving mode on devices - sleep wake cycle when not in active 

use- idling engines, unattended TV or lights
4. Food/vaccine lightweight, biodegradable, dehydrated packaging 

requires no refrigeration during transport/storage, improves shelf life
5. Powdered cleaning products - add water at home - lighter for 

transport, and take up less shelf space in store
6. Smart gates/blockades that shut down roads/rails when flooded.
7. Self deploying life rafts from flood-prone buildings

Tardigrade Batillipes sp.
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How does nature manage water at the systems level? By 
dissipating energy and utilizing life friendly chemistry.

Abstracted Design Principles: Decentralized, meandering, 
spongy, flexible filtration channels with distributed clusters of 
flexible, rods mitigate damage by decelerating, absorbing, 
filtering, attenuating energy, and collecting suspended material.

Abstracted Design Illustration:

Salt marsh ecosystem Spartina alterniflora

Bioswales encourage 
absorption, filtration, and 
evapotranspiration to prevent 
flooding, decrease 
eutrophication, beautify, add 
habitat.

Green roofs encourage 
absorption and 
evapotranspiration, decrease 
runoff, beautify, add habitat.

Potential Design Application Ideas: 59



Application Idea with Illustration: Physical layout design for museums, 
farmers markets, craft markets; slows people down to better observe, 
absorb, and commune.

Applicable Life’s Principles:

Be Locally Attuned and 
Responsive:  Through fostering 
cooperative relationships, 
leveraging cyclic processes

Integrate Development with 
Growth:  Through self 
organizing modular, nested 
components

Be Resource Efficient (Material 
and Energy):  Through fitting 
form to function and utilizing 
multifunctional design

Potential Application Ideas Inspired by Charette:

1. Wastewater treatment systems that are do not require chemical 
treatment.

2. Stormwater runoff systems that slow down flow and recapture 
nutrients/sediments

3. For newer communities, build and factor in time to mature and create 
the resources that will further benefit system as a whole as it’s 
nourished by what becomes available in the community 

4. Street design meandering car/pedestrian traffic to slow, develop 
community dynamic through improved communication

5. Advice for tourists: don’t use a map, see more when you meander

Salt marsh ecosystem Spartina alterniflora
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Rim Lichen Lecanora conizaeoides  

How does nature manage water? By creating repellent surfaces, that 
strip unwanted components.

Strategy: Lichen is an amalgamation of multiple organisms; a fungus, 
algae, and a cyanobacterium. These organisms work together in 
symbiosis to survive. One of the adaptations that has aided them in 
this is their ability to retain moisture. 

Mechanism: Nanostructures create a rough surface that encourages 
water beading, this property is known as super-hydrophobicity. The 
beading water carries away dirt, and potentially harmful contaminates. 
However, gases needed to undergo photosynthesis are allowed to 
escape, ensuring the lichen’s survival, even in harsh conditions.

References; Koch, K., & Barthlott, W. (2009). Superhydrophobic and 
superhydrophilic plant surfaces: an inspiration for biomimetic materials 
[PDF]. Phil. Trans. R. Soc. A.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Stonewall_Rim-Lichen_(297251
7910).jpg
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Rim Lichen Lecanora conizaeoides

How does nature manage water? By creating repellent surfaces, that strip 
unwanted components.

Abstracted Design Principle: Rough surface area creates conditions that 
impair water pooling, permitting pollutants to be dispensed with, while 
allowing other processes to be performed.

Abstracted Design Illustration:

Potential Design Applications:

Improve Screen Protectors
Breathable yet water resistant 
film will allow for ventilation, 
while protecting electronics 
from moisture.

Improved Produce 
Packaging: Breathable 
material allows for airflow 
to prevent condensation 
from forming on produce, 
which can lead to 
bacterial growth, while 
allowing it to be stored 
properly. 62



Potential Application Ideas Inspired by Charette:

1. Breathable gym gear that allows material to stay dry, while exposing 
it to air in order to minimize bacterial growth.

2. Surgical gowns and gloves repel potentially harmful fluids, while 
keeping medical staff cool.

3. Disaster relief gear that repels the elements while maintaining 
integrity

Adapt to Changing 
Conditions:Embody 
Resilience Through 
Variation, Redundancy, 
and Decentralization 

Evolve to Survive: 
Integrate the 
Unexpected

Be Resource Efficient 
(Material and Energy): 
Use a Multi-Functional 
Design

Application Idea with Illustration: Disaster relief equipment protects, 
while allowing for comfort and maneuverability, maintaining durability 
throughout.

Applicable Life’s Principles: 63

Rim Lichen Lecanora conizaeoides



How does nature manage stasis?

64

Life is subject to operating conditions on the planet. This includes the presence of gravity. As a core challenge 
we asked “how does nature manages stasis” in this place. Our champion adapters include sea oats, ribbed 
mussels, the southern live oak, and the bald cypress. Without exception, each of these champions utilized 
anchoring as a core strategy, amongst others. Every member of this collection employed multiple responses to 
stasis, with responses including escaping, cooperating, dissipating, distributing and absorbing. The trees - the 
southern live oak and the bald cypress - were true champions and employed four or more responses.



Sea Oats Uniola paniculata

How does nature manage stasis? Through structures arranged to create 
interlocking foundations trapping sediments preventing erosion through wind 
and water.

Strategy: Sea Oats serve as a vital pioneer plant in preventing the erosion of 
beaches and shoreline during storm events. This is because of its vast 
underground rhizome structure that grabs and holds sediments in place.  

Mechanism: Sea Oats primary reproduce through underground rhizomes and 
not through seed distribution. Buds form around the base of the plant and the 
angle of the bud determines if it develops into a shoot (acute angle bud) or a 
rhizome (right angle bud). Sea Oats grow in clumps of shoots that are 
connected to each other through their rhizome structure.

References:
Image- https://www.ourstate.com/sea-oats/

-lee.ifas.ufl.edu/Marine/MarineFactSheets/Sea_Oats.pdf
-https://muse-jhu-edu.ezproxy1.lib.asu.edu/article/496872
-https://plants.usda.gov/factsheet/pdf/fs_unpa.pdf

Application Idea Images:
http://www.dreamscapesdenver.com/jute-netting/
https://www.worldsourceind.com/projects/
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Sea Oats Uniola paniculata

How does nature manage stasis? Through structures arranged to create 
interlocking foundations trapping sediments preventing erosion through 
wind and water.

Abstracted Design Principle: Stalk like structures interlock at different 
angles providing a robust framework which trap particulates.

Abstracted Design Principle Illustration: Enhanced Erosion Control
Adjusting the structure and 
organization of the netting used 
for erosion control to provide 
maximum sediment capture.

Potential Design Application Ideas:

Enhanced Filters
Enhanced filter structures to 
sift particulates from water 
systems. Could be used for 
enhanced wastewater systems.
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Applicable Life’s Principles:

Be Resource Efficient:
Through fitting form to 
function and using 
multi-functional design these 
structures are able to perform 
sediment trapping processes 
with little energy input 

Integrate Development with 
Growth:
By building from the bottom-up 
and combining modular and 
nested components additional 
structures are created.

Potential Application Ideas Inspired by Charette: 

1. Ocean cleanup systems that utilize netting structures and filters 
specifically designed to attract/trap microplastics

2. Software that actively works with collaborative groups to trap ideas 
as they are being tossed around 

3. Braking systems that can absorb pressure from multiple directions- 
possibly used to slow vehicles

Sea Oats Uniola paniculata

Application Idea with Illustration: 3D structures for erosion control that 
extend into the cliff sides with anchors to better support the exterior 
netting structure 
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Ribbed Mussels Aulacomya atra

How does nature manage stasis? By anchoring and assembling to a 
substrate enabling binding of sediment and accumulating structure for 
other organisms. 

Strategy: Residing in intertidal zones, ribbed mussels anchor to suitable 
substrates, including plant stems and oyster shells, and accumulate 
population density. The variagated surfaces and interstitial gaps of the 
resulting community serve to bind sediment providing structure and 
nutrients (habitat) for other organisms.

Mechanism: Liquid byssal is extruded into crevices as a foam by the 
mussel foot and subsequently pumped by the foot to produce sticky 
filaments which attach to the substrate, stabilizing the organism.

References:

Guitierrez, JL. et al. Mollusks as ecosystem engineers: the role of shell production in aquatic 
habitats. Oikos, 2003, volume 101, pp 79-70

Coen, L. and Walters, K. Ribbed Mussel at www.dnr.sc.gov/cwcs/pdf/Ribbedmussel

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Byssus
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Ribbed Mussels Aulacomya atra

How does nature manage stasis? By anchoring and assembling to a 
substrate enabling binding of sediment and accumulating structure for 
other organisms. 

Abstracted Design Principle: From readily available materials compose 
structures that anchor in place and provide a framework for additional 
materials and structures.

Abstracted Design Principle Illustration:

Potential Design Application Ideas:

Nature Play
Nature based learning 
environments that afford ready 
access to materials which 
transform through play. 

Green Infrastructure
Surface pavers are an example 
of ordered structures anchored 
in place that provide a 
framework for the 
accumulation of soils providing 
nutrients for organic growth.
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Applicable Life’s Principles:

Be Locally Attuned and 
Responsive:
Through using readily available 
materials and energy, and use 
of feedback loops

Integrate Development with 
Growth:
By building from the bottom-up 
and combining modular and 
nested components.

Be Resource Efficient:
By using multi-functional 
design and fitting form to 
function.

Potential Application Ideas Inspired by Charette: 

1. Establish business incubators which provide a home base for the 
cross pollination of ideas and inspiration for different ideas.

2. Creation of modular housing systems with “add-on” components that 
allow for additional structures and function to occur, tuned to 
individual needs and wants.

3. Community organizing as a framework for identifying, mobilizing and 
meeting community needs - building capacity and networks of 
support.

Ribbed Mussels Aulacomya atra

Application Idea with Illustration: acknowledging the stabilizing influence 
of building in place, infrastructure is reconsidered as habitat, accruing and 
accumulating over time. This framework is constructed from local, readily 
available materials, so is tuned to place and establishes an anchoring 
foundation upon which other materials, processes and inhabitants can 
integrate.

Reference: The Planter Brick by Rael San Fratello 
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Southern live oak Quercus virginiana

How does nature manage stasis? By using strong interconnections and a 
decentralized weight distribution to resist storms.

Strategy: Heavy, strong, and interconnected below ground, southern live 
oaks can resist wind and flood related storm damage.  They sacrifice 
expendable tissues in order to maintain larger structures intact.

Mechanism: Deep tap roots, a wide-spread interlocking root system, and a 
low center of gravity help make southern live oaks resistant to strong, 
sustained winds. The massive tree canopy branches out in multiple trunk 
and branch subdivisions without a main axis.  This decentralized weight 
distribution increases resiliency during wind events. Spiral growth patterns 
in the wood grain strengthen resistance by allowing wood to stretch and 
compress under mechanical stress through anisotropic elasticity. 
Expendable smaller branches and leaves are designed to be sacrificed in 
heavy winds to lower overall resistance, sparing the more vital larger tree 
structure.  

References:
Gresham, C. A.; Williams, T. M.; Lipscomb, D. J. 1991. Hurricane Hugo Wind Damage to 
Southeastern US Coastal Forest Tree Species. Biotropica. 23(4): 420-426.

Leelavanichkul S and Cherkaev 2004. Why the grain in tree trunks spirals: A mechanical 
perspective. Structural and Multidisciplinary Optimization 28:127-135.

http://www.clayton.k12.mo.us/cms/lib/MO01000419/Centricity/Domain/507/Maritime%20Forest
.pdf 
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How does nature manage stasis? By using strong interconnections 
and a decentralized distribution to resist disturbance. 

Abstracted Design Principle:
Decentralization and foundation-level interconnections create 
component and system-wide strength and resilience.

Abstracted Design Illustration: 

Interlocking building/business 
foundations add resilience 
through interdependence.

Decentralized management 
strategies in businesses, and 
weight distribution in 
buildings, can build 
resiliency.

Potential Design Application Ideas: 72

Southern live oak Quercus virginiana



Application Idea with Illustration: Decentralized, redundant, equitable 
departmental faculty schedule rotation in higher education to create 
connectivity and camaraderie in both faculty and student experiences. 

Applicable Life’s Principles:

Be Locally Attuned and 
Responsive:  Through fostering 
cooperative, mutualistic 
relationships

Adapt to Changing Conditions: 
Through incorporating 
decentralized, diverse, resilient 
strategies to maintain function

Integrate Development with 
Growth:  Through building 
modularly with nested design 

Evolve to survive:  Through 
reshuffling information to 
create new options.

Potential Application Ideas Inspired by Charette:
1. Shared building foundation systems - literal interconnections
2. Shared foundations in technology - building management systems, 

common platform for software/hardware
3. Universal charger plug in - shared foundation cell phones/electronics
4. Back up plan for business systems with rapid reinstatement even 

with one stream/connection down due to system-wide strength and 
interconnections at the foundation

5. Decentralized, redundant, interconnected, shared leadership platform 
in government/business 

Southern live oak Quercus virginiana
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Bald cypress Taxodium distichum 

How does nature manage stasis? By creating a complex root system that 
bolsters strength of the tree.

Strategy: The Bald Cypress found in many marshlands, and other flood-prone 
regions. As a way of adapting to fluctuating water levels the Bald Cypress 
has developed a structure known as a buttress that serves to filter out 
impurities, as well as stabilize the tree itself. The root system for these trees 
is bolstered by the buttress, protecting it from splitting down the middle, or 
up the trunk. Other forms of stabilization include knobby protrusions 
sometimes called “cypress knees”, or pneumatophores. It was once thought 
that the pneumatophores contributed to oxygen harvesting, given that 
cypress trees grow in areas of low dissolved oxygen, however, that has since 
been disproven.

Mechanism: Complex root system stabilizes against inclement weather, and 
other outside factors.

References: Crook, M., Ennos, A., & Banks, J. (1997, March). The function of buttress roots: a 
comparative study of the anchorage systems of buttressed (Aglaia and Nephelium ramboutan 
species) and non-buttressed (Mallotus wrayi) tropical trees [PDF]. Journal of Experimental Botany.

Parresol, B. R., & Hotvedt, J. E. (1990). Diameter measurement in bald cypress [PDF]. Elsevier 
Science Publishers B.V.

http://homeguides.sfgate.com/growth-speed-bald-cypress-47384.html
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Bald cypress Taxodium distichum

How does nature manage stasis? By creating a complex root system that 
bolsters strength of the tree.

Abstracted Design Principle: A flat platform that interlocks with a  pyramid 
shaped basin, all constituents are anchored with multiple elements to 
contribute to its resilience.

Abstracted Design Illustration:

Potential Design Applications:

Sea Wall Stability
Buttressed sea wall 
systems would afford 
more security. 

Pop up Volunteer Hot 
spots: A Network of 
volunteers connects 
with the community to 
provide services, and 
resources to 
individuals with limited 
mobility. 75



Bald cypress Taxodium distichum

Potential Application Ideas Inspired by Charette:

1. All encompassing wellness facilities that tend to all the patient’s 
needs, not just physical.

2. Telephone systems in severe weather prone areas.
3. Skyscraper foundations.

Integrate Development 
with Growth:Build from the 
Bottom Up

Evolve to Survive: 
Integrate the Unexpected

Integrate Development 
with Growth: Combine 
Modular and Nested 
Components

Be Resource Efficient 
(Material and Energy): Use 
Multi-Functional Design

Application Idea with Illustration: The buttressed foundation reinforces 
skyscrapers against harsh weather events by broadening its base, and 
dispersing impact. 

Applicable Life’s Principles: 76



How does nature manage fluctuation?

77

Life is subject to operating conditions on the planet. This includes the presence of change, or dynamic 
nonequilibrium.. As a core challenge we asked “how does nature manages fluctuation” in this place. Our 
champion adapters include the fiddler crab, the black needlerush, the longleaf pine, and the American 
oyster. This collection of champions exhibited a myriad of responses including escaping, cooperating, 
anchoring, distributing, filtering and absorbing. The black needlerush was exceptional in addressing 
fluctuation, with multiple responses overlaid.



Fiddler Crabs Uca pugnax

How does nature manage fluctuation? Through cooperation between species, 
allowing each to get the nutrients needed for continued growth.

Strategy: In anoxic soil conditions, fiddler crabs burrow into the marsh 
sediments (bioturbation) which increases oxygen levels allowing fungal 
growth to thrive, creating a nutrient environment ideal for the growth of 
Spartina alerniflora.

Mechanism: The bioturbation of fiddler crabs increases the oxygen levels in 
the water around Spartina through sediment turnover. This sediment 
turnover allows for a mixing of the soil chemistry and increases the drainage 
and aeration of the soil. Without this turnover, there would be little 
opportunity to trapped nutrients to be released from the waterlogged soil. 
The burrows support mycorrhizal interactions with the Spartina root systems 
leading to increased growth. Without these interactions the anoxic soil 
conditions of the marshes would limit the growth potential of Spartina.

References:
Image- http://www.where-rv-now.com/Log/2004/SCSpring/Photos.html

-http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com.ezproxy1.lib.asu.edu/doi/10.1890/13-0152.1/abstract;jsessionid=9FC4
1FF49641209350F3590C3F80F148.f02t02
-http://www.bertnesslab.com/docs/labpublications/Daleo%202007.pdf 

Application Idea Images:
http://honeyhillfarmsnursery.com/understanding-organic-fertilizer/
https://www.amazon.in/Bruder-2744-MAN-Cement-Mixer/dp/B00006IJSH
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Fiddler Crabs Uca pugnax

How does nature manage fluctuation? Through cooperation between species, 
allowing each to get the nutrients needed for continued growth.

Abstracted Design Principle: Agitation promotes aeration and the release of 
previously trapped resources to be utilized by other systems. 

Abstracted Design Principle Illustration:

Potential Design Application Ideas:

Enhanced Mixers
Mixers that support necessary 
chemical reactions with a 
reduction in energy used.

Enhanced Soil Fertilization 
More detailed and specific 
fertilization of the soil to 
replace only needed nutrients 
in the right locations to make 
the best use of resources.
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Application Idea with Illustration: Technology that regularly produces 
random seating charts for classrooms and learning environments to 
promote new collaboration. These tools could also be used to mix up 
groups 

Applicable Life’s Principles:

Be Resource Efficient:
By using low energy 
processes/simple processes 
and recycling all materials new 
resources become available for 
different systems/groups

Be Locally Attuned and 
Responsive:
By using readily available 
materials/ideas and creating 
cooperative relationships

Evolve to Survive:
By reshuffling information, new 
ideas/ resources are available 
for new systems/processes

Potential Application Ideas Inspired by Charette: 

1. Programs and tools that help to mix up people of different 
backgrounds supporting a mixing of ideas

2. Optimize manufacturing machines to capture by-products released 
during the manufacture of goods

3. Having mechanical infrastructure in place to trap waste heat during 
building or manufacturing processes to become a resource for other 
processes

Fiddler Crabs Uca pugnax
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Black Needlerush Juncus roemerianus

How does nature manage fluctuation? By protecting from erosion, by 
absorbing nutrients and by filtering out suspended solids.

Strategy: Employing deep fiborous root systems, this perenial bunch grass 
occupies the higher elevation gradient of the saltmarsh habitat. Less 
tolerant of salinity, the plant nonetheless thrives in a variety of soil types, 
including anaerobic conditions, and employs a rooting strategy that is 
resilient to its dynamic environment. Multi-functional, the roots serve to 
protect from erosion, absorb nutrients and filter out suspended solids.

Mechanism: a system of downward and sideways infiltrating fine roots 
compose a root mass, providing stability for the grass stalk, intertwining 
with adjacent plant roots, and affording a high surface area for soil contact 
and sediment adhesion.

References:

https://plants.usda.gov/plantguide/pdf/pg_juro.pdf
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Black Needlerush Juncus roemerianus

How does nature manage fluctuation? By protecting from erosion, by 
absorbing nutrients and by filtering out suspended solids.

Abstracted Design Principle: multi-directional structures intertwine to 
compose a multi-functional foundation which stabilizes, captures resources 
and separates materials.

Abstracted Design Principle Illustration:

Potential Design Application Ideas:

Enhanced Septic Field
Designing sanitary systems 
from structures that stabilize 
ground conditions (perhaps 
forming building foundations), 
separate and capture nutrient 
flows, rather than simply 
dissipate.

Pond and Raingarden Liners
Replace fossil fuel based pond 
and raingarden liners with 
intertwined mat textiles which 
stabilize and absorb nutrients. 82



Application Idea with Illustration: establishing a parent organization to 
leverage common need and effort, based on community advocacy to 
confront needs with coordinated effort. Social efforts are multidirectional 
and multifaceted, imparting a stabilizing effect for those in need.

Applicable Life’s Principles:

Adapt to Changing Conditions:
Through incorporating 
diversity, and embodying 
resilience through variation, 
redundancy, and 
decentralization

Be Locally Attuned and 
Responsive:
Through use of feedback loops 
and cultivating cooperative 
relationships

Integrate Development with 
Growth:
Through building from the 
bottom-up and combining 
modular and nested 
components

Potential Application Ideas Inspired by Charette: 

1. Sharing staffing resources rather than training/hiring and layoffs 
relative to workload fluctuations - collaborative framework for 
distributing work.

2. Boats and marina damage management in hurricane prone areas - 
deployment of netlike/stabilizing devices to secure while buffering 
degree and absorbing fuel and chemical toxins.

3. Decentralized command centre network to support crisis events and 
emergencies to identify sources of relief and infilling communication 
gaps.

83
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Longleaf pine Pinus palustris  

How does nature manage fluctuation? By tolerating fire to exploit reduced 
competition and increased nutrition.

Strategy: The fire tolerant strategy of the longleaf pine entails protecting 
the stem cell regions that allow the tree to regrow after the fire, and 
sacrificing the less essential, replaceable regions.  The trees also exploit 
fire as a way to reduce competition for their offspring.

Mechanism: In fires, dense bundles of needles encase and insulate 
vulnerable apical shoot meristems, while thick outer cork insulates the 
cork cambium and the vascular cambium meristems.  Meristems are key 
to survival and regrowth.  Cork-less, thin-skinned longleaf pine seedlings 
invest in root growth at the expense of shoot growth.  After a fire, they 
regrow their above-ground parts using resources stored in the roots. 
Reproduction is fire dependent; seed cones only open when triggered by 
fire.  Seeds germinate with less competition and can exploit the surge of 
nutrients returned to the soil through burnt vegetation.  

References:

Hare RC 1965 Contribution of Bark to Fire Resistance of Southern Trees Journal of Forestry 
63(4)248-251

Heyward F 1939. The Relation of Fire to Stand Composition of Longleaf Pine Forests.  Ecology 

20(2):287–304 
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How does nature manage fluctuation? By tolerating fire to exploit 
reduced competition and increased nutrition.

Abstracted Design Principle:  Investing in strategies for enduring 
unfavorable circumstances can allow for early exploitation of pending 
opportunities.  Sacrificing expendables while protecting regions key to 
rebounding creates resilience.

Abstracted Design Principle Illustration:

Longleaf pine Pinus palustris  

Grab and go crisis kits holding 
essentials and emergency 
supplies.

Embedded crisis response teams 
within vulnerable populations, at 
the ready when disasters strike.

Potential Design Application Ideas:
Self-closing, fire-proof smart 
building skins safeguard essential 
infrastructure 85
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Applicable Life’s Principles:

Be Locally Attuned and 
Responsive:  Through fostering 
cooperative, mutualistic 
relationships & by using feed- 
back loops to sense/respond.

Evolve to Survive:  Through 
incorporating mistakes in ways 
that can lead to new functions

Adapt to Changing Conditions: 
Through maintaining integrity 
by self-renewing and 
incorporating diverse, resilient 
strategies to maintain function.

Integrate Development with 
Growth:  Through building 
from the bottom up.

Longleaf pine Pinus palustris 
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Potential Application Ideas Inspired by Charette: 
1. Cybersecurity - use variable encryption for general versus more 

secure information
2. Crisis response- deploy assessment teams that gather intact 

resources that remain and optimize shared access 
3. Renovation strategy to simultaneously keep infrastructure working 

while also “resetting” for new and improved infrastructure
4. Job placement during major closure of companies, create 

opportunities for retraining/moving into a new job that taps into 
skills/strengths/passions/assets allowing for self-development

5. Fire protection/proofing of most essential structures - installing 
sprinkler systems and non-combustible/insulating materials (like 
asbestos but biodegradable non-carcinogenic)

Application Idea with Illustration: Social psychology - supporting people in 
times of personal crisis by helping them to evaluate expendables versus 
indispensables to prioritize wellness 
 



How does nature manage fluctuation? By selectively adapting to 
survive.

Strategy: American Oysters go through several different 
metamorphoses before undergoing a process known as setting, which is 
when a juvenile oyster finds a suitable surface to anchor. Larval oysters, 
known as spat, are initially planktonic. After a two to three week period, 
they begin excreting a compound similar to cement from their foot in 
preparation for setting. 

Mechanism: internal sensing mechanisms help sense temperature, and 
salinity changes.

References: U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 1983-19 . Species profiles: life histories
and environmental requirements of coastaT fishes and invertebrates. U.S. Fish
Wildl. Serv. Biol. Rep. 82(11). U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, TR EL-82-4.

Stanley, J.G., and M.A. Sellers. 1986. Species profiles: life histories and
environmental requirements of coastal fishes and invertebrates (MidAtlantic)--American
oyster. U.S. Fish Wildl. Serv. Biol. Rep. 82(11.65). U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers, TR EL-82-4. 25 pp.

http://score.dnr.sc.gov/deep.php?subject=2&topic=15
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American Oyster Crassostrea virginica

Southeastern Mixed Forest - salt marsh and estuarine water habitat



American Oyster Crassostrea virginica

How does nature manage fluctuation? By selectively adapting to survive.

Abstracted Design Principle: A system that can detect different factors, 
and assist in assessing favorability of conditions, before laying down a 
foundation.

Abstracted Design Illustration:

Potential Design Applications:

GIS Mapping Software
Creating data sets that will 
help businesses that are 
planning to expand 
determine a location in 
which they would get the 
most foot traffic

Improved Satellite 
Placement: Improving 
placement of satellites 
could help us assess 
future threats to earth 
from foreign bodies with 
greater accuracy 88



American Oyster Crassostrea virginica

Potential Application Ideas Inspired by Charette:

1. Housing application that allows for the user to input criteria, and find a 
location that meets it.

2. Sea level rise may impact migration. A business model that helps with 
relocation.

3. Drones with the capabilities to identify the most nutrient rich areas, 
and the most ideal times to plant crops.

Use Life Friendly 
Chemistry: Do 
Chemistry in Water 

Evolve to Survive: 
Integrate the 
Unexpected

Integrate Development 
with Growth: Combine 
Modular and Nested 
Components

Be Resource Efficient 
(Material and Energy): 
Fit Form to Function

Application Idea with Illustration: Drones can detect nutrients in soil, to 
optimize crop production.

Applicable Life’s Principles: 89



How does nature manage fragmentation?

90

Life is subject to operating conditions on the planet. This includes functioning within limits and boundaries. 
As a core challenge we asked “how does nature restore function in response to fragmentation”, simplified to 
“how does nature manage fragmentation” in this place. Our champion adapters include saltmarsh cordgrass, 
sea pickles, the yellow pitcher plant, and the green heron. Absorption was a core response for this 
collection, with cooperation, control and filtering also present. A unique strategy that emerged was the art 
of deception, shared by the yellow pitcher plant and the green heron, a clever response which navigates 
competition for limited resources.



Saltmarsh Cordgrass Spartina alterniflora

How does nature restore function in response to fragmentation? By regulating 
salinity levels through uptake, detoxification and release creating an environment 
suitable for other species.

Strategy: Spartina alterniflora serves as a pioneer species on the edges of the 
saltmarshes growing in water with a wide variety of salinity levels. It filters 
nutrients, captures sediments and serves as a source of food and shelter for a 
variety of bird and mammal species.

Mechanism: Spartina alterniflora grows in soil of high salinity. It is able to absorb 
the salt in its shoots and secretes it through salt glands onto the surface of its 
leaves. This reduces the general salinity of the soil surrounding Spartina 
alterniflora allowing other less salt tolerant species to enter the newly formed 
habitat.

References:
Image- http://www.pinelandsnursery.com/2015/02/spartina-alterniflora-smooth-cordgrass.html

-https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4927796/
-www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/0272771484900490
-https://plants.usda.gov/factsheet/pdf/fs_spal.pdf
-http://www.amjbot.org/content/93/12/1784.full
-depts.washington.edu/oldenlab/wordpress/wp.../03/Spartina-alterniflora_Pham.pdf
-http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1890/ES14-00166.1/pdf
-https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpls.2016.00977/full

Application Idea Images:
https://www.lowes.com/pl/Brick-fire-brick-Asphalt-concrete-masonry-Building-supplies/4294515411
http://muchmorewater.com/water-purification-explained.html
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Saltmarsh Cordgrass Spartina alterniflora

How does nature restore function in response to fragmentation? By regulating 
salinity levels through uptake, detoxification and release creating an 
environment suitable for other species.

Abstracted Design Principle: Dissolved minerals pass through multiple 
barriers. After passing into the final chamber, the minerals are trapped by a 
hard structure and then are expelled as a solid.

Abstracted Design Principle Illustration:

Enhanced Water Filtration
Different techniques for water 
filtration with an emphasis on 
desalination.

Potential Design Application Ideas:

Water Extraction Processes
Improved processes for pulling 
liquids out of solids materials 
that use less energy, ex. Brick 
drying processes
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Application Idea with Illustration: Instead of taking something away, how 
do we introduce resources into communities at increments to revitalize 
them. 

Applicable Life’s Principles:

Integrate Development with 
Growth:
By allowing the community 
members to self organize and 
build from the bottom up

Adapt to Changing Conditions:
By incorporating diversity, the 
communities are able to 
improve and maintain integrity 
through self renewal

Be Locally Attuned and 
Responsive:
By using readily available 
materials and creating 
cooperative relationships

Potential Application Ideas Inspired by Charette: 

1. New ways to manage excess moisture in concrete slabs and mortars 
allowing for reduced construction timelines and a reduction in 
moisture mitigation chemicals 

2. Processes to extract water from local soil types to create building 
materials with little energy 

3. New adhesives that rely on water as a base and release the water to 
create the bond between substrates 

Saltmarsh Cordgrass Spartina alterniflora
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Sea Pickles Salicornia

How does nature restore function in response to fragmentation? By 
regulating salinity within the plant through targeted accumulation.

Strategy: Salt concentration in plant tissues can impair osmotic function, 
where water is absorbed from the soil. Water is vital for photosynthesis 
and the transportation of minerals through plant tissues. In a saltmarsh 
habitat, plants exposed to salt, have evolved structures and processes for 
regulating salinity, thereby promoting productive osmosis.

Mechanism: Concentrate and sequester salt in the vacuoles of enlarged 
cells of succulent leaves.

References:

Gorham, J. Mechanisms of Salt Tolerance of Halophytes. University of Wales, Centre for Arid 
Zone Studies. From the proceedings of the workshop on Halophyte Utiliation in Agriculture 
held in Agadir, Morocco in September 1993.

https://www.biology-fieldwork.org/coast/saltmarsh.aspx;
 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/22153239; SALT MARSH VEGETATION
C. T. Roman, University of Rhode Island, Narragansett, RI, USA Copyright & 2001 Elsevier 
Ltd. (This article is reproduced from the 1st edition of Encyclopedia of OceanSciences, volume 
5, pp 2487–2490, & 2001, Elsevier Ltd.)

Salicornia image: https://gobotany.newenglandwild.org/species/salicornia/maritima/
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How does nature restore function in response to fragmentation? By 
regulating salinity within the plant through targeted accumulation.

Abstracted Design Principle: Separate and store non-critical compounds 
from essential compounds, allocating specific compartments for this task 
within the overall structure.

Abstracted Design Principle Illustration:

Potential Design Application Ideas:

Residential Composting
Establishing multi-stage 
composting systems that allow 
for cycling of yard and food 
waste, in situ, for residential 
scale yards - could also be 
scaled up for neighbourhoods 
with different housing types.

Residential Water Treatment
Residential scaled water 
treatment systems with 
separator compartments for 
sequestering compounds. 95
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Application Idea with Illustration: intake of used textiles, sorting into 
fabric/material type and processing for feedstock to manufacture new 
products and applications. Toxic or volatile compounds can be sequestered 
and removed from the industrial stream to truly “upcycle” materials.

Applicable Life’s Principles:

Be Locally Attuned and 
Responsive:
Through leveraging cyclical 
processes, using readily 
available materials and energy, 
use of feeback loops and 
cultivating cooperative 
relationships

Be Resource and Energy 
Efficient:
By recycling all materials.

Use Life Friendly Chemistry:
By building selectively with a 
small subset of elements 
(emergent)

Potential Application Ideas Inspired by Charette: 

1. Correlation of scale of operations to limits and boundaries of a 
nutrient stream be it industrial production, recycling operations or 
related processes.

2. Building deconstruction and material reuse - similar to textiles, 
sequestering/isolating toxins or volatile compounds from waste 
stream reuse.
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Yellow pitcher plant Sarracenia flava

How does nature manage fragmentation? By trapping nitrogen rich 
resources through deception.

Strategy: In nutrient limited wetlands, carnivory has evolved as a strategy 
for plants to obtain these crucial limited resources.  Carnivorous plants 
lure insects or other animals with nectar, trap them, and digest them.

Mechanism: The yellow pitcher plant lures Insect prey to elongated, tube 
shaped leaves using a sugary nectar laced with an alkaloid poison, coniine.  
Prey enter the slippery, waxy upper part of the pitcher tube then slide 
down a fuzzy layer of ultra-fine, downward-pointing hairs, landing at the 
base of the tube, where they encounter digestive enzymes. The insects 
can’t escape the smooth, waxy, slippery-sided chamber and are further 
hampered by the intoxicating influence of the coniine.  Cells at the base of 
the tube are specialized for absorbing the nitrogen rich digested insects.

References:

Christensen, N. (1976). The Role of Carnivory in Sarracenia flava L. with Regard to Specific Nutrient 
Deficiencies. Journal of the Elisha Mitchell Scientific Society, 92(4), 144-147. Retrieved from 
http://www.jstor.org/stable/24334574 (Abstract only)

Gayther L. Plummer , and John B. Kethley , "Foliar Absorption of Amino Acids, Peptides, and Other 
Nutrients by the Pitcher Plant, Sarracenia flava," Botanical Gazette 125, no. 4 (Dec., 1964): 245-260.

https://www.fs.fed.us/wildflowers/plant-of-the-week/sarracenia_flava.shtml   
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coniine 
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How does nature manage fragmentation? By trapping nitrogen rich 
resources through deception.

Abstracted Design Principle:  Use deception to lure in limited 
resources for capture. 

Abstracted Design Principle Illustration:

Yellow pitcher plant Sarracenia flava

Trick and trap internet 
criminals by going phishing 
for phishers.  

Potential Design Application Ideas:

Use festivals as public health 
outreach events. 98
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Application Idea with Illustration: Promote teen sexual health and candid 
discussion of consent in an attention getting way by giving away free condoms 
and factual data/information at each High School Prom or Homecoming dance 
table setting or centerpiece.

Applicable Life’s Principles:

Evolve to Survive:  Through 
replicating strategies that work, 
integrating the unexpected, 
exploiting mistakes, and 
reshuffling information to get 
new ideas.

Adapt to Changing Conditions:  
Through incorporating diverse, 
decentralized, redundant 
mechanisms for achieving 
larger, overarching goals.

Be Locally Attuned and 
Responsive:  Through fostering 
cooperative relationships that 
create win-win interactions.

Potential Application Ideas Inspired by Charette: 
1. Combine a children’s vaccination clinic with a petting zoo or fair
2. Combine a bike safety campaign (lights, helmets, info give away) with 

a children’s community bike race.
3. Combine new driver’s licensing with car maintenance skill classes 

(how to jump start, change tire, when to change oil…) 
4. Manipulate human children’s nutritional choices through deceit.  

Lasagna sauce has lots of hidden vegetables; hide the spinach in the 
brownies; hunters can say quail and dove are “chicken.”   

5. Children’s literature & movies can tell a catchy story with a hidden 
lesson.  Use a parable to access the teachable moment. 

6. Encourage the notion that we don’t always learn what we envision or 
intend in life.  Some life lessons are unexpected, but very valuable.

Yellow pitcher plant Sarracenia flava
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Green Heron Butorides virescens

How does nature manage fragmentation? By adapting unexpected 
behavior in order to capture limited resources

Strategy: Green Herons are a species of wildfowl, typically found in 
marshland, and estuarine habitats. They are distinct in appearance, 
displaying a hunched gait, and spear-like bill. They have been 
observed using their bill and other objects such as twigs while 
hunting, to lure in prey.

Mechanism: According to the Oxford Handbook of Evolutionary 
Psychology, it is also thought that Herons, like Corvids, possess 
some form of social cognition. Green Herons have exhibited this by 
using different tools, such as twigs, to entice prey in for the kill.

References: Dunbar, R. I., & Barrett, L. (2007). Chapter 8.5.3 Imitation and emulation. 
In Oxford Handbook of Evolutionary Psychology(p. 706). Oxford University Press.

http://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/green-heron
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Green Heron Butorides virescens

How does nature manage fragmentation? By adapting unexpected behavior 
in order to capture limited resources
 
Abstracted Design Principle: Utilize methods of deception to lure and trap 
limited resources

Abstracted Design Illustration:

Potential Design Applications: 

Improve Exposing 
Racketeers:
Lure in, and trap 
extortionists system of 
fragmented resources.

Improve Virus 
Protection Programs:
A program that lures 
in computer viruses, 
and isolates them, 
while simultaneously 
tracking their origin 101



Green Heron Butorides virescens

Be Locally Attuned and 
Responsive: Use Readily 
Available Materials and Energy

Evolve to Survive: Integrate 
the Unexpected

Integrate Development with 
Growth: Self Organize

Be Resource Efficient 
(Material and Energy): Use 
Low Energy Processes

Applicable Life’s Principles:

Potential Application Ideas Inspired by Charette:

1. Virtual all-inclusive support system for those with limited mobility or 
those with a lack of reliable transportation.

2. Improved means of luring unsuspecting predators to specific 
locations, either online, or in reality, as a means of decreasing 
predator activity.

3. Improved connectivity between specialists, decreasing diagnosis 
time, and increasing patient’s chances of recovery.

Application Idea with Illustration: Support system, makes it easier to integrate 
individuals regardless of limitations, enabling the entire community to bring 
together resources, and be more efficient as a whole. 
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Overall ecological patterns
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In the genius strategies used by our mentors, in this place, ecological patterns emerge at each trophic level.  We 
see mutualism and cooperation at the detritivore level.  Anchoring, absorbing, and protecting are strategies that 
emerge at the producer level.  Synchrony is evident at the primary consumer level.  Secondary consumers are 
specialists. 



Gratitude
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Our gratitude to the natural mentors of the southeastern mixed forest who have inspired our deep 
understanding of the range of adaptations to the operating conditions of this place. Both their patterns and 
their unique responses afford inspiration for resolving human design challenges - thank you for sharing 
your wisdom!


